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Introduction

Heat treatment is a manufacturing process to control the mechanical properties of metallic components. The thermal history of each part and the temperature distribution in the whole load directly determined the final quality of parts. The thermal exposure a component undergoes depends on the design of the furnace load, location of the component within the load, furnace configuration, thermal schedule, and control strategy. As the part and furnace are given, part loading and thermal schedule are the main factors for temperature control the heat treatment process. In the heat treatment furnace heat transfer involves furnace control, combustion, convection, radiation and conduction.

Objectives

The objective of the proposed project was to develop an analytical tool to guide the designs of part loading and thermal schedule and improve furnace temperature control by the analysis of heat transfer during the heat treatment process.

The major tasks were defined for this project and all of them have been achieved:

- The development of knowledge-based CAD tool, which will provide a CAD user interface for the information input of the furnace, workpiece, and initial operation conditions that are used in the initial part load designing and thermal schedule designing. This is the input information of thermal analysis.
- The establishment of physics-mathematical models for the heat transfer process in the batch heat-treat furnace using thermodynamic theories, which will include a heating element model, a heat radiation model, a heat convection flow model, and a heat conduction model.
- The development of a numerical calculation method for estimating the temperature distributions in the furnace and workpiece by using FEA methods, under the specified furnace geometry, thermal schedule, part loading design, initial operation conditions, and performance requirements.

Methodology

An investigation was conducted on the state-of-the-art technology development and current practice in heat treatment industry. Then the problem was formulated based on the investigation and literature review. Through the thorough comparison of numerical simulation and analytical methods, finally, the technical
route of hybrid methods of numerical and analytical methods was set for the project. Mathematical models for furnace temperature control, combustion, convection, radiation and convection heat transfers were established.

**Salient Results and Related Publications**

An analytical tool -- Computerized Heat Treatment Planning System for Batch Furnaces (CHT-bf) was developed. When the part loading and thermal schedule are specified, the temperature distribution in furnace and parts can be calculated and predicted. Therefore, the part loading and thermal schedule can be optimized through several repetitions of heat transfer analysis. The system can be used for gas-fired furnaces (direct and indirect) and electric furnaces. The load pattern can be aligned or staggered. The system was evaluated by several case studies provided by CHTE focus group member companies.

The features of CHT-bf are:

1. **Accurate temperature profile prediction in furnace**
   - Prediction of the temperature profile of every part in furnace.
   - Ability to determine surface & core temperatures, especially for large parts.
   - Capable of handling multiple parts / layers / fixtures in 3-D.
   - Simulation under vacuum and different atmospheres.
2. Ability to simulate various load patterns including complex random loads
   - Both arranged and random load patterns.
   - Ability to simulate the effects by varying the load pattern, thermal schedule and PID control.
   - Determination of the temperature profiles of the slowest and the fastest heating parts for a given load pattern.
3. Ability to calculate important heat treat terms
   - Prediction of the heat required for the load under different conditions.
   - Plot of the heat stored in the furnace and the load as a function of time.
   - Calculation of the different heat losses from the furnace.
   - Capability to simulate the effect of using different fixtures.
4. Prediction of fuel flow rate
   - Determination of the fuel required as a function of time, for better control of furnace performance.
4. Comprehensive Database
   - A comprehensive database system with more than 500 materials and several widely used furnaces enable the user to utilize CHT-bf quickly.
   - Also a separate Database Management feature assists users to add new data into the database seamlessly.

Publications